
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mock-up of Subaru SE Asia Forester “Is There Anything You 
Can’t Do?” green screen experience. Courtesy of Cibo. 
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San Francisco Agency Cibo Disrupts SE Asia 
Auto Market, Triples Sales 

 
SAN FRANCISCO (March 21, 2016) – On the 
heels of the enormously successful Unpark 
Your Life Subaru XV campaign, Cibo today 
announced the launch of its All Heart, Is There 
Anything You Can’t Do? and Symmetry 
campaigns to re-imagine the Subaru brand and 
dramatically increase sales of the 2016 
Forester across 9 countries in Southeast Asia. 
The campaigns encompass TV, print, out-of-
home, digital, social media and web 
advertising, in addition to unique customer 
experiences to create an emotional connection 
with the Subaru brand. All three campaigns 
launch March 21, beginning in Thailand, and 
will roll out to Taiwan, Hong Kong, the 
Philippines, Cambodia, Vietnam, Malaysia, 
Indonesia and Singapore within 60 days.  

  
Defining the Need 
Motor Image Group of Singapore, the exclusive Subaru distributor in Southeast Asia, aims to significantly 
grow the Subaru brand in the Southeast Asia market. To capitalize on investments in manufacturing 
capacity, dealership build-out and major media buys, Subaru is now ready to build the Subaru brand and 
drive increased consideration for Subaru in the Southeast Asia market. Motor Image Group CEO Glenn 
Tan saw the success of the Love campaign in the US market, which more than doubled Subaru’s US 
market share over a 10-year period, and wanted to disrupt his market in a similar way. “I knew I had to 
search for partner outside of my market to deliver innovative, creative thinking,” commented Tan. 
 
Crafting the Strategy – Brand Experience Advertising, A Unique Approach 
Tan hired Cibo, a boutique San Francisco-based brand and customer experience agency, because of the 
agency’s unique methodology, creativity and reputation in brand and customer experience design.  
Cibo’s competitive assessment indicated that auto brands’ advertising in Southeast Asia universally 
focused on products and features.  Based on this insight and in-market consumer research, Cibo 
concluded that emotionally-resonating brand promotion combined with curated brand experience 
moments would appeal more strongly to Subaru’s target market and set the Subaru brand apart from  
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competitors. Using its unique brand experience moment design approach and informed from key 
consumer research insights, Cibo created a new brand platform for Subaru called All Heart, which 
exemplifies the target segment’s internal drive and spirit of overcoming all odds. 
 
Test Drive 
Cibo had a near-term opportunity to test emotionally-resonating brand promotion and experiences to 
clear out excess inventory of the Subaru XV model prior to the launch of the All Heart brand campaign. 
#UnparkYourLife was launched in December 2015, featuring lifestyle and aspirational messaging, 
combined with customer experiences such as replacing the car’s Start button with an Unpark button, 
showing Unpark as the opening icon on the car’s display screen, and Unpark branding throughout the 
dealership experience. As a result of the Unpark campaign, Subaru went from having a brand awareness 
problem and a backlog of inventory to having an inventory shortage. Sales tripled in key markets and 
excess inventories were cleared creating a backlog of orders in major markets. 
 
View #Unparkyourlife TVC here.  
 
“We were thrilled to witness the phenomenal results of our initial campaign for Subaru in SE Asia,” 
commented Lu Lacourte, CEO of Cibo. “At Cibo, we believe that the experience IS the brand, and always 
work to translate a brand into tangible experiences. The results of the Unpark campaign prove that this 
strategy works in all markets, as long as the right experiences are used to deliver what our target really 
cares about.”  
 
“All Heart” and “Is There Anything You Can’t Do?” 
With the recent success using emotional advertising in the #UnparkYourLife campaign, Motor Image 
Group now launches the All Heart brand platform alongside the Is There Anything You Can’t Do? 2016 
Forester campaign. 
 
The All Heart brand campaign appeals to a niche target market identified by Cibo during its research. 
Subaru drivers in Southeast Asia exemplify a strong and persistent desire to present individuality and 
personal empowerment, with an unstoppable nature and drive to achieve goals with fierce 
determination. All Heart appeals to potential buyers with a series of images showing strong people 
persevering through challenges. 
 
Is There Anything You Can’t Do? presents the 2016 Subaru Forester in two unique stories to empower 
potential buyers through emotional appeal. Both stories concentrate on the owners of the 2016 Subaru 
Forester. One features a young family spontaneously participating in a competitive canoe competition 
and bringing home the trophy. The other features a young female student who makes her basketball 
team through tenacity, practice and support from her father. 
 
Is There Anything You Can’t Do? TVCs: 

• Tryouts: View here. 
• Family Time: View here.  

 
Both campaigns integrate key moments of brand experience across TV, radio, print, out-of-home, digital, 
social media, and web advertising.  The conversation then continues and is amplified by unique 
experiences, including: 
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Mock-up of Subaru SE Asia Symmetrical All Wheel Drive campaign. 
Courtesy of Cibo. 

 
• Auto Shows    

o Photo opportunities with the 2016 Forester and an adventure-themed green screen to 
encourage social engagement using #AllHeart  

o Unique booths to explain the message and meaning behind All Heart 
 

• Dealerships 
o Coloring books for children with the Is There Anything You Can’t Do? theme 
o Adventure Wall: a social media integration installation that pulls together all social 

content with the hashtag #AllHeart  
o Branded 2016 Subaru Forester employee uniforms, badges and name tags  

 
Symmetry 
Symmetrical All Wheel Drive is Subaru’s 
unique traction technology that is a 
proven performance differentiator, 
delivering safe and comfortable driving 
security.  Symmetrical AWD has very low 
awareness in SEA and traditionally it has 
been challenging to educate most 
consumers about auto technology. Cibo 
identified Symmetrical AWD as a key 
product differentiator that supports the 
brand platform All Heart as it delivers the 
ability for drivers to go beyond where 
others can. 
 
The Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive campaign 
introduces Southeast Asia to Subaru’s world renowned, superior all-wheel drive traction capability. The 
campaign will provide educational experiences, allowing interested buyers to test and understand the 
technology online and in dealerships. The Symmetry campaign will begin running in April 2016, after the 
March 21 launch of the All Heart brand campaign and the Is There Anything You Can’t Do? Forester 
campaign. 
  
“Hiring Cibo was one of the best decisions I have made for Subaru Southeast Asia,” remarked Tan. “We 
achieved unbelievable results with the #UnparkYourLife, and I eagerly await the results of our new 
campaigns. ‘Heart’ is what embodies Subaru drivers in Southeast Asia, and I look forward to making that 
connection again through our new series of ads and experiences.” 
 
MEDIA PLEASE NOTE: To request an interview with Cibo’s CEO Lu Lacourte, Motor Image Group CEO 
Glenn Tan or high-res images of Subaru’s brand re-launch, please contact Jennifer Golbus at 
jennifer@landispr.com, (415) 359-2315, or Jimin Lee at jimin@landispr.com, (415) 359-2318.  
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About Cibo 
Cibo (www.cibosf.com) is an integrated brand and customer experience agency whose mission is to 
create brand stories that drive deeper consumer engagement. Founded in San Francisco in 2010, Cibo 
brings deep capabilities in traditional marketing and advertising together with cutting edge expertise in 
digital experience design, emerging marketing technologies and cross-platform brand storytelling. Cibo’s 
work propels exceptional loyalty, advocacy and sales for some of the world’s top brands, including 
Subaru, Tesla, SFMOMA, Salesforce, Ken Fulk, Volcom, Commonwealth Bank of Australia, Lenovo, 
MUFG/Union Bank, Seagate and Disney. 

The Motor Image Group is the authorized distributor of Subaru automobiles in Singapore. Established in 
1986 and headquartered in Singapore, the company has since opened offices in Cambodia, Hong Kong, 
Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Southern China, Taiwan, Thailand and Vietnam. The Motor Image 
Group is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Hong Kong-listed Tan Chong International Limited (TCIL), which 
has a partnership with Fuji Heavy Industries Ltd. for the local assembly of Subaru vehicles in Malaysia. 
Signed in July 2011, the agreement leverages Tan Chong’s existing assembly facilities for production of 
Subaru cars for marketing and distribution in Malaysia, Thailand and Indonesia. This new development is 
part of Motor Image Group’s growth strategy which identifies ASEAN as the key engine of the Group’s 
future growth. TCIL also engages in automotive, commercial, manufacturing, trading and property 
investment businesses across Asia. For more information visit 

About Motor Image Group of Singapore 

www.subaru.asia.  
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